Different temporal stability and partial independence of EEG asymmetries from different locations: implications for laterality research.
In order to investigate a possible regional specificity of activation asymmetries of different parts of the cortex and the stability of these asymmetries across time and conditions, EEG was recorded during rest and stimulation conditions in a large sample of right-handed university students (n = 60). Recordings were made in two sessions (interval between sessions 2-4 weeks). In the first session two rest periods were conducted (interval 30 min) and one under stimulation. In the second session EEG was again recorded at rest. Reliability analyses show that the long-term stability of orbitofrontal asymmetries is markedly lower than that of dorsolateral, temporal, and parietal scores. Intercorrelations of EEG asymmetries at different electrode positions suggest that anterior and posterior EEG asymmetries are largely independent measures of cortical laterality. Both this partial independence of activation asymmetries and the differences in temporal stability underscore the significance of the anterior-posterior dimension in laterality research and may be one reason for several contradictory observations in studies on brain laterality.